Safety Glasses fit over prescription glasses and feature Snap-on logo on ear piece,

comfort:
- lightweight design
- adjustable ear piece length
- universal nose bridge
- single panoramic lens

protection:
- side shields
- anti-fog coating
- anti-static coating
- anti-scratch coating
- anti-UV coating blocking over 99% UVB and 99% UVA
- polycarbonate lens
- rugged nylon frame

Exceeds ANSI Z80.3 special purpose UV filtration requirements.

ORDER: GLASS1BOTG

WARNING
- Do not use glasses for paintball or simulated war games.
- Do not use for athletic games or other recreational activities.
- Do not remove side shields or other parts, or make modifications to safety glasses.
- Do not use safety glasses for protection against laser light.
- Do not use safety glasses for welding, brazing, or cutting operations.